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T

he Opportunity Zone program, created by the
federal Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, is the
nation’s latest public policy attempt to spur economic development in economically distressed areas by
encouraging private investment.1 Under the program, an
individual or organization can defer paying federal income
tax on the capital gain from the sale of an asset by investing that gain in a Qualified Opportunity Fund (QOF). QOFs
are required to invest at least 90 percent of their assets in
businesses or real estate located in economically distressed areas that are designated as Opportunity Zones. If
the investor holds the investment for a long enough period
of time, the capital gains tax is reduced or even
eliminated.2
The federal law required each state’s governor to designate
Opportunity Zones from among the high-poverty or
low-income census tracts in the state. All governors made
their designations in 2018. These designations cannot be
changed during the life of the program.
Will Opportunity Zones create real opportunities for the
residents of distressed areas? It’s too soon to tell. The
record of similar programs in the past (such as Enterprise
Zones and Empowerment Zones) is at best mixed.3
However, Opportunity Zones have far fewer restrictions
than those programs. That may unleash more capital,

which could lead to more development. But the Opportunity Zone
program lacks critical safeguards that
would ensure that investments go where
they are most needed, make economic sense for
and meet the needs of local communities, and can be
monitored and evaluated.
Because the federal law doesn’t require such safeguards,
it’s up to social impact investors to abide by them voluntarily. The responsibility falls on local governments to
encourage and, where possible, provide incentives for
investors to do so. That leaves community organizations,
anchor institutions, foundations, and other organizations
with a stake in the economic progress of low-income communities to establish standards and persuade investors to
follow them. Four fundamental principles that embody the
necessary safeguards should guide Opportunity Zone
investments to ensure that they benefit the existing residents of distressed areas.
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One.

Focus on places in need.

A

census tract was eligible to be designated as an
Opportunity Zone if it had either a poverty rate of
at least 20 percent, a median family income not
more than 80 percent of the higher of the metropolitan or
state median (for tracts located in metropolitan areas), or
(for nonmetropolitan tracts) a median family income not
more than 80 percent of the state median. (Some tracts
in rural counties could qualify based on slightly higher
income limits if they were experiencing outmigration.)
Governors could also designate a limited number of tracts
contiguous to those otherwise eligible if their median
family income was no higher than 125 percent of that of a
contiguous eligible tract.
In general, states chose relatively low-income areas as
Opportunity Zones, although they didn’t target the most
distressed areas that were eligible. However, they were
allowed to (and in some cases did) choose places that presented good investment opportunities but for which the
program is not appropriate:

• University districts, even if their high poverty rates or low
incomes were due to their large student populations.4

• Locations of state prisons, even if inmate populations
accounted for the bulk of their poverty and low-income
populations.5

• Places that don’t lack investment despite their high
poverty rates or low incomes.6

• Isolated pockets of poverty that are not surrounded by
larger high-poverty areas.7

• Tracts where low-income residents are being displaced
or are at risk of being displaced by gentrification (and
where ill-chosen investments have the potential to
accelerate gentrification and displacement).8
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• Other places where development
is likely to happen without the
Opportunity Zone tax incentive.9
It is possible to identify the zones with these characteristics. State and local governments, community organizations, and foundations should encourage QOFs to avoid
such places, although there should be exceptions for
investments that primarily benefit the zones’ current residents, such as affordable housing in expensive, rapidly
gentrifying cities.
In addition, impact-oriented investors should give special
consideration to zones that exhibit other indicators of
socioeconomic disadvantage in addition to those required
for zone designation, such as high child poverty rates, low
educational attainment, large minority populations, and a
lack of existing business activity.10 Although not all zones
with all these characteristics are disadvantaged and not all
zones that lack them are unworthy of tax-subsidized
investment, considering these characteristics will make it
possible for more investment to flow to places in need.

In general, states chose relatively lowincome areas as Opportunity Zones,
although they didn’t target the most
distressed areas that were eligible. However,
they were allowed to (and in some cases
did) choose places that presented good
investment opportunities but for which
the program is not appropriate.
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Two.

Focus on non-real estate business
investments that make economic sense
for low-income communities.

M

uch of the discussion of Opportunity Zones in
the news media and the investment community
focuses on real estate.11 But investment in real
estate alone, especially residential real estate, has rarely
developed low-income communities. The investments
that will make the most difference for the current residents
of those communities are investments in new or existing
non-real estate businesses.
To choose the kinds of businesses that make the most
economic sense for a community, investors should begin
with the industry clusters that are the economic foundations of the community. Industry clusters—closely related
and interconnected businesses that operate within a
specific geography and benefit from their geographic proximity—reflect the economic strengths of a geographic
area.12 The strongest clusters in an area (those whose share
of the area’s employment is highest compared to their
share of nationwide employment) are the ones on which
the community’s economy currently depends the most.
One strategy for targeting investments is to prioritize
investment in the clusters that are strongest in an Opportunity Zone or the larger high-poverty areas that surround
the zones that are the best candidates for investment.
That strategy is one of reinforcing existing economic
strengths. Another approach is to target clusters that are
not currently strong but are emerging in the area. A third
option is to pursue a strategy of “related diversification”—
investing in clusters that are not currently strong but are
related to strong clusters by common technologies, workforce skill needs, supply chains, or consumer preferences.
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A final option is to pursue “unrelated
diversification”—investment in firms
whose clusters are not related to any
current or emerging economic strengths.
This is a risky strategy to pursue because it doesn’t
draw on an area’s current strengths in any way, but it can
sometimes work, for example, if it is based on a technology developed by a local university or involves suppliers
or potential suppliers to a large company that is moving
into the area or a large-scale government investment.
To succeed, business investments often need complementary investments in such things as workforce skills,
infrastructure, the technological capacities of supplier
firms, or the financial literacy of potential customers. With
the partial exception of infrastructure investments, QOFs
cannot receive tax advantages from making these complementary investments, many of which are better undertaken by governments or nonprofit organizations than by
private companies.
Although Opportunity Zone investments should go primarily to non-real estate businesses, there is a limited role
for real estate developers to take advantage of the zones’
benefits. QOFs should invest in commercial real estate
that directly supports new or existing businesses, for
example, by building, renovating, or preparing sites for
commercial or industrial buildings. Residential real estate
investment, though, should generally be limited to affordable housing, especially in areas that are experiencing or
are poised for rapid price appreciation.
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Three.

Guide investments to meet public
and community priorities.

L

ocal governments, community organizations and
residents, and other organizations with a public
mission have no legally mandated role in the Opportunity Zone program. Nevertheless, there are many opportunities for them to influence the kinds of investments that
take place in the zones.13
Local governments can use a combination of carrots and
sticks to influence QOF investments in their jurisdictions.
On the positive side, they can, put together Opportunity
Zone “prospectuses” that give an economic overview of
their jurisdictions and Opportunity Zones and highlight
investment opportunities in the zones.14 A number of cities,
including Stockton, California, and Louisville, Kentucky,
have already done this.15 The prospectuses are marketing
documents but they can also steer investors toward the
investments that local governments favor. Local governments and foundations can also encourage investment in
QOFs that abide by the principles described in this policy
brief by providing principal-protection guarantees, direct
investments, or first loss capital to these funds. Although
governments and foundations can’t receive any tax benefits, they can use their roles in these funds to favor projects
that meet their priorities.
Local governments also have tools at their disposal to help
them discourage or even prohibit Opportunity Zone investments that don’t meet their priorities. They can apply their
laws—including zoning, permitting, business licensing, local
hiring, wage regulation, disadvantaged business preference,
and business tax incentive laws—to Opportunity Zone
investments, just as they can to any other development
projects. (Boulder, Colorado, is already taking this
approach.16) If a QOF proposes a project for which it is
seeking a benefit (such as a local tax incentive) or a discretionary change in the law (such as a zoning variance), local
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officials have legal leverage to reshape
or block developments that they find
undesirable and to require the Fund to
make the kinds of disclosures (described
below) that would inform the public about proposed investments. Even in cases where they don’t have
that leverage, they can use their power of public persuasion
to accomplish these goals.
The people most directly affected by Opportunity Zone
investments—the residents of the zones—should have a
prominent voice in influencing investments in their zones.
Community organizations should weigh in on proposed
investments and organize residents to support or oppose
them. Local governments should amplify community
voices by creating Opportunity Zone advisory councils.17 The
councils should include residents of the zones and representatives of community organizations that are active in
the zones. Local officials should consult the councils in
developing their positions on investments in the zones.
Foundations, anchor institutions, and other organizations
that care about the economic progress of low-income communities can also help push QOF investments toward
meeting public and community priorities. They can do so
by investing in or providing downside protection for QOFs
that have committed to specific social impact covenants,
as the Kresge Foundation has done with two Funds.18 They
can also use their own powers of public persuasion to
establish norms that the best impact investors would follow
and that could have some influence on other investors as
well. For example, if a number of foundations and anchor
institutions, nationally or in particular states or regions, were
to endorse the principles advocated here, they could create
informal but powerful expectations about what Opportunity Zones should be.
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Four.

Build in transparency
and accountability.

T

he Tax Cuts and Jobs Act doesn’t require any kind
of public disclosure or evaluation of QOFs’ investments. (An early draft of the legislation required
this but the law as enacted does not.) Without transparency and accountability, there is no way for anyone other
than the individual investors to know what kinds of investments are being made in the zones and by whom, and no
way to evaluate whether the zones are serving their
intended purpose.
In each year of their operation, QOFs should publicly disclose the identities of their investors; the locations, recipients, and amounts of their investments; key performance
indicators such as the number of jobs created and revenues generated by the businesses in which they invest;
and the aggregate tax savings received by their investors.
This would enable local governments, community organizations, and residents of the zones to know what kinds of
investments are being made in their neighborhoods, who
is making them, and what tax benefits investors are receiving. That information is essential if local governments and
communities are going to attempt to influence Opportunity Zone investments.
Disclosure of jobs created and revenues generated by businesses receiving QOF investments is also critical for evaluating the Opportunity Zone program. The job and revenue
performance of those businesses can be compared with
that of similar businesses located in comparable census
tracts that were eligible to be designated as Opportunity
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Zones but were not designated. Such
a comparison would provide a rough
indication of whether the zones were
contributing to business growth.
QOFs should also disclose other information about the
businesses in which they invest, including average and
median wages, availability of health and retirement benefits, employment of people who live in low-income
neighborhoods, employment of people with less than a
bachelor’s degree, employment of women and people of
color, and the presence of female entrepreneurs and entrepreneurs of color, to name a few. Although these characteristics of Opportunity Zone businesses cannot readily be
compared with those of businesses located in eligible
non-designated tracts, they can be used to gauge whether
businesses receiving Opportunity Zone investments are
meeting or exceeding national or local benchmarks.19

Without transparency and accountability,
there is no way for anyone other than the
individual investors to know what kinds
of investments are being made in the
zones and by whom, and no way to
evaluate whether the zones are serving
their intended purpose.
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Putting It All
Together

O

pportunity Zones should be seen as part of a
broader set of policies to attack the problem of
concentrated poverty. They should complement
existing place-based policies, such as the New Markets Tax
Credit and Low-Income Housing Tax Credit, as well as
place-neutral antipoverty policies, such as policies to
improve workers’ skills and the quality of low-wage jobs.
Opportunity Zones, even if used in the best possible way,
are unlikely to benefit the very poorest areas. A capital
gains tax incentive, even one as generous as that of the
Opportunity Zone program, simply won’t be enough to
make investments in those places profitable. Those places
need a more direct government role. For the most part,
investments that follow the four principles advocated in
this policy brief will favor zones that are not already developing rapidly or poised to do so, but not so poor that the
tax incentive will be insufficient.

• Local governments, community
residents and organizations, and
other relevant organizations would
ensure that investments met public and
community priorities.

• Robust transparency and accountability requirements
would help them do so and would also make it possible
to evaluate the Opportunity Zone program. Congress
would use the evaluation results to decide the program’s
future.
That’s the best-case scenario—the “high road” for Opportunity Zones. Unfortunately, there’s also a “low road,” a
scenario in which:

• Investments occur mainly in places that would develop
on their own.

• Zones facilitate widespread gentrification and displacement of low-income residents.

Nevertheless, if a critical mass of impact investors, local
governments, and other relevant organizations were to
follow those four fundamental principles, the Opportunity
Zone program could help create real opportunity for the
residents of many of America’s economically distressed
communities:

• Investors would invest in places with genuine needs—not
necessarily the most distressed areas, but not areas that
would develop without the aid of the tax inventive.

• They would invest mainly in non-real estate businesses
and would do so in ways that made economic sense for
the communities in which they invested, catalyzing
further development as part of a well-grounded economic development strategy.
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• Investments make economic sense for private investors
but not necessarily for local communities.

• There is no public or community influence over
investments.

• Only investors know anything about investment outcomes (probably only about financial outcomes).

• There is no way to know whether the program is
succeeding.
The more that investors, local governments, and other
organizations follow the principles described here, the
more likely it is that the high-road scenario will occur.
That’s what it will take for Opportunity Zones to live up to
their promise.
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